
Our company is hiring for a value stream manager. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for value stream manager

Recommends capital improvements by identifying major facility and
equipment need, monitors technological changes in industry to ensure
company maintains cutting edge productivity
Lead area 5S program to insure that housekeeping cGMP and safety issues
are resolved in a timely and systematic manner
The VSM makes staffing decisions and actively participates in the recruiting
process
Be highly visible to associates and create an environment for participation
Integrates plant safety systems into the boardmill value stream and ensures
risks are identified and eliminated
Collaborates with Prod VSM to ensure that the manufacturing team managers
are executing standard work and MDI in pursuit of their SQDC goals
Provides for and promotes regular communication between maintenance and
production
Identify and record any problems relating to product, process and quality
systems
Oversee the execution and control of Software Development Quality, Cost
and Delivery performance versus goals
Consistently ensures Value Stream Teams’ software development, testing and
delivery is promptly and efficiently carried out and nurtures a high level of
leadership and team performance
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Excellent computer skills with strong proficiency in Windows™, Microsoft
Office™ package (Microsoft Outlook®, Microsoft Excel®, Microsoft Word®,
Microsoft PowerPoint®, Microsoft Access®), Microsoft Project
Understanding of Government contracting requirements and demonstrated
knowledge of business challenges and opportunities driven by technology
and regulations unique to the Defense market
Prior experience using ERP systems
Must be positive, outgoing, and able to communicate clearly and effectively
BS / B.Eng or equivalent Experience
Proven track record in leading and implementing lean tools such as


